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STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

 

The State of Ohio levies an annual motor-vehicle tax upon the operation of vehicles 

on public roads.1 When the vehicle owner pays the tax, the state licenses the relevant 

vehicle so it can be freely operated upon all public roadways. But now, Put-in-Bay (“PIB”) 

claims that municipalities may independently (a) levy their own additional license taxes 

and (b) require the display of special local motor-vehicle licenses needed on local roads.  

Ohio’s intertwined motor-vehicle licensing and taxing structure shows that 

municipalities may not do this.  

The statewide system is nuanced. In addition to the annual state tax mentioned 

above, a series of related statutory measures enable municipalities to levy modest 

“piggyback” license taxes. For instance, R.C. 4504.06 enables a city to impose a local 

motor-vehicle tax, but “such tax shall be at the rate of five dollars per motor vehicle.”2 And 

                                                 
1 See e.g., R.C. 4503.02, (“An annual license tax is hereby levied upon the operation of 

motor vehicles on the public roads or highways, for the purpose of enforcing and paying 

the expense of administering the law relative to the registration and operation of such 

vehicles; planning, constructing, maintaining, and repairing public roads, highways, and 

streets; maintaining and repairing bridges and viaducts; paying the counties' proportion 

of the cost and expenses of cooperating with the department of transportation in the 

planning, improvement, and construction of state highways***”) 
 
2 R.C. 4504.06 states, in part, “For the purpose of…planning, constructing, improving, 

maintaining, and repairing public roads, highways, and streets…the legislative authority 

of any municipal corporation may by proper legislation levy an annual license tax…upon 
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other statutes let municipalities raise a bit more piggyback revenue—but only in slight $5 

increments.3 As explained in our jurisdictional memorandum, the mechanics are that the 

local BMV collects the $5 fees and sends the moneys to the registrar who deposits the 

funds into an account with timely redistribution to the right municipalities.  

This arrangement proves the point: Ohio has a singular statewide motor-vehicle 

licensing framework that no municipality may intrude upon absent statutory 

enablement. If this court adopts PIB’s contention that municipalities may now reflexively 

claim the power to unilaterally tax and license motor vehicles, it will upend Ohio’s 

familiar statewide framework. Traditionally, paying the statutory taxes levied under the 

state statutory scheme entitled the payor to a physical license that permits the person’s 

vehicle to be operated upon all public roads in Ohio without further licensing. This is of 

practical necessity. Because vehicles are mobile, any other system would be impossible 

as every city could require cars used on their roads to get special licenses.  

Despite this, PIB claims that villages and cities can make the owners of vehicles 

already licensed by the state pay for and display a second license like this:  

                                                 

the operation of motor vehicles on the public roads or highways. Such tax shall be at the 

rate of five dollars per motor vehicle***”  
 
3See R.C. 4504.17 (permitting an additional five-dollar tax in certain circumstances); R.C. 

4504.171 (permitting another five-dollar increase), R.C. 4504.172 (same).  
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If this is upheld by this High Court, then all municipalities are free to effectively 

establish a mishmash of Municipal Toll Roads crisscrossing this state; legally accessible 

only by paying distinct local taxes in fluctuating amounts fixed by each random locality.  

The ordnances at issue here, attached in the appendix, criminalizes operating 

certain vehicles on roads without the owner first paying for and displaying the above 

local PIB license. Citing their paid-for state licenses, appellants refused to give PIB any 

more money to operate their vehicles on local roads. The village prosecuted them, setting 

up a test of the ordinance. The trial court found the ordinance invalid and thus dismissed 

the prosecution, but the appeals court reversed 2-1, upholding the ordinance.  

Under that decision, all municipalities can levy a patchwork of inventive motor-

vehicle-license taxes with no principled limitation curbing this supposed power. Being a 

statewide concern, this court accepted jurisdiction.  

It should now reverse and dismiss this flawed prosecution.  

ARGUMENT 

The dawn of the 20th century began the American love affair with vehicles. Henry 

Ford’s ingenious assembly line shaped a new form of transportation promising upward 

socio-economic mobility for multitudes. The value was speed: cars could make man go 
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faster. This newfound freedom on the open road brought regulation. For example, in 

1923, Cincinnati proposed an ordinance requiring speed governors that would shut off 

any car exceeding 25 miles per hour. Voters defeated this proposal with ads like this:  

 

By the “speed governor war of 1923,” cars had transformed society.  

Widespread mobility created untold opportunity but it also tempted politicians to 

leverage society’s dependence on cars by targeting captive car owners. Budgets could be 

balanced and pet projects funded by taxing motorists. Knowing this, state and local 

legislatures doubly subjected motorists to vehicle taxes.  

This court ended this practice in 1925 by holding in Firestone v. Cambridge that 

municipalities may not levy taxes on vehicle owners in addition to taxes levied by the 

state for similar purposes:  
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The assessment of an annual fee by a municipal ordinance, upon owners of 

motor vehicles residing in the municipality, for the privilege of operating 

such motor vehicles upon the streets thereof, for the declared purpose of 

producing a fund to be used for the cleaning, maintenance, and repair of 

the streets of the municipality, to which use it is thereby appropriated, 

though denominated a license fee, is an ‘excise tax.’ 

 

No municipality in this state has power to levy such excise tax in addition to that 

levied by the state for similar purposes. 
 

Firestone v. Cambridge, 113 Ohio St. 57 (1925), syllabus.4 

 

Though significant, Firestone limited only municipalities: the state legislature still 

could—and frequently did—target motorists to satisfy general obligations, particularly 

during the Great Depression. So, Ohioans took counter-measures. In 1947, voters adopted 

Ohio Const. Art. XII, Sec. 5a via initiative petition. It states that:  

No moneys derived from fees, excises, or license taxes relating to 

registration, operation, or use of vehicles on public highways, or to fuels 

used for propelling such vehicles, shall be expended for other than costs of 

administering such laws, statutory refunds and adjustments provided 

therein, payment of highway obligations, costs for construction, 

reconstruction, maintenance and repair of public highways and bridges and 

other statutory highway purposes, expense of state enforcement of traffic 

laws, and expenditures authorized for hospitalization of indigent persons 

injured in motor vehicle accidents on the public highways.  

 

Section 5a plainly dictates that all moneys derived from fees or taxes “relating to 

registration, operation, or use” of vehicles must be expended strictly for statutory 

highway purposes. This “reflects the will of the state’s citizens to have money obtained 

                                                 
4 All emphasis in this brief is supplied by appellants.  
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from taxes, fees, and licenses relating to the operation of motor vehicles and motor-

vehicle fuel expended exclusively for road projects, highway improvement, and other 

similar costs such as the enforcement of traffic laws.” Beaver Excavating Co. v. Testa, 134 

Ohio St.3d 565, 2012-Ohio-5776, ¶19. This benefits motorists two-fold by (1) forbidding 

lawmakers from abusively targeting motorists as captive revenue sources and (2) 

ensuring that expenditure of licensing revenues is for “statutory highway purposes,” 

chiefly improving roadways for motorists.  

Inclusion in §5a of the phrase “other statutory…purposes” implies that the other 

permitted purposes enumerated in §5a are themselves statutory purposes. If not, then 

placement of the term “other” before “statutory” would be nonsensical. The meaning is 

that any fee or tax relating to the use, operation, or registration must be for a statutory 

purpose. Of logical necessity, therefore, any such fee or tax must be exacted by statute. 

Ergo, any putative fee or tax levied by ordinance is invalid unless the measure is itself 

enabled by statute—such as in the case of the piggyback taxes.  

The net result is that the state legislature wholly controls taxes relating to the use, 

operation, or registration of motor vehicles. Otherwise, the statutory piggyback-tax 

scheme outlined above is superfluous and municipalities could through taxation forbid 

what state motor-vehicle license permit.  
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I. Because Ohio licenses vehicles for use on all public roadways in 

exchange for payment of an annual statutory tax on vehicles, no 

municipality in this state may levy an additional local tax for similar 

purposes—otherwise, localities could negate or attach additional strings 

to statewide licenses.  

 

As shown on page five above, Firestone’s syllabus states that no municipality in 

this state has power to levy a tax upon the operation of motor vehicles on public roads 

“in addition to that levied by the state for similar purposes.”  Thus, the threshold issue is 

whether PIB’s ordinance violates this syllabus. Because the ordinance indisputably seeks 

to levy a tax upon the operation of motor vehicle on public roads in addition to that levied 

by the state for similar purposes, it is in fact a nullity under Firestone. We anticipate that 

PIB will respond that this court has overruled Firestone sub silentio. But PIB can offer no 

precedent respecting the licensing and taxation of motor vehicles overturning Firestone.  

It is true that this court has opined in certain contexts that the General Assembly 

may not “impliedly” preempt local taxes,5 but those cases aren’t applicable to the 

situation of the licensing of motor-vehicles, which traditionally occupy a special place in 

the law. If municipalities may now unliterally create their own diverse array of motor-

vehicle licensing programs by levying local taxes, then no intelligible limiting principle 

could curb such a runaway “power.” Every municipality across this state could require a 

separate tax to be paid and license to be displayed. While this outcome seems absurd, it 

is PIB’s argument. This court should reject PIB’s approach and confirm Firestone.  

                                                 
5 The General Assembly may generally restrict municipal taxation under Art. XIII, Sec. 6.  
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Overturning Firestone would render the piggyback-tax scheme superfluous as it 

would no longer serve any purpose because municipalities could, according to PIB, 

unilaterally levy taxes on vehicle owners without the $5 incremental limitations imposed 

by the Revised Code. Contrary to a nonbinding case cited below, S.B. Carts, Inc. v. Village 

of Put-in-Bay,6 the state scheme is indeed an express restriction on municipalities. If not, 

then what is the $5 limitation stating that the municipal tax “shall be at the rate of five 

dollars per motor vehicle”? This verbiage acts as its own limitation: it is the General 

Assembly’s way of permitting municipalities to raise reasonable revenue from drivers 

without tax-and-spend overkill. Stated differently, without the piggyback provisions, no 

municipality could raise revenue through motor-vehicle licensing taxes because Firestone 

otherwise act as a bar in light of the imposition of the state tax.  

This brings us back to S.B. Carts, which rests on a flawed paradigm. The plaintiff 

framed the issue as being whether statutes such as R.C. 4504.06 expressly restrict 

municipalities from taxing vehicles. But under Firestone, this inquiry is immaterial 

because, once the General Assembly levies a tax on motor vehicles, then no municipality 

has power to levy an additional tax for similar purposes, which ends the analysis. Because 

vehicles are mobile and licensed by the state, it would defy all practicalities if every 

municipality in Ohio may now create local licensing schemes on top of the intricate 

                                                 
6 161 Ohio App.3d 691, 2005-Ohio-3065, 831 N.E.2d 1052 (6th Dist.). 
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statewide statutory system respecting the licensing and taxation of motor vehicles. 

Multilayered licensing cannot work in the motor-vehicle context.  

Significantly, the state issues licenses in connection with its taxation regime. This is 

key because no municipality may, by ordinance, forbid what a state license permits. State 

ex. rel. Morrison v. Beck Energy Corp., 143 Ohio St.3d 271, 2015-Ohio-485, ¶24. In fact, this 

court has consistently held that a municipal-licensing ordinance conflicts with a state-

licensing scheme and is thus invalid if the “local ordinance restricts an activity which a 

state license permits.” Id. at ¶26. Here, the obtaining the state license permits open travel 

on public roads. Yet PIB’s ordinance forbids appellants from precisely this privilege 

absent additional payment to PIB. Attaching such local strings to the state license is 

invalid. Again, appellants’ state-issued motor-vehicle licenses permit their vehicles to be 

operated on all roadways in Ohio—including roads situated within PIB’s territorial 

boundaries—without having to pay extra taxes for continued operation on local roads.  

Once the state issues the license upon payment of the tax, the matter is complete 

because, “No municipality in this state has power to levy such excise tax in addition to 

that levied by the state for similar purposes.” Firestone, syllabus.7 Doubtless, this court 

                                                 
7 We anticipate that PIB will try to distinguish its ordinance from Firestone by claiming 

that its ordinance applies to vehicles “for hire.” But it does not logically follow that 

levying a motor-vehicle tax on certain targeted vehicle owners somehow immunizes the 

ordinance from invalidity.  And PIB can’t dispute that appellants’ supposed “for hire” 

vehicles are taxed by the state like all other vehicles. Thus, PIB’s proposed distinction 

makes no constitutional difference here.  
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should reverse. Upholding this ordinance by affirming the decision below would require 

this court to reverse Firestone by holding that municipalities have a power to (a) levy 

motor-vehicle taxes in addition to those levied by the state for similar purposes and (b) 

require motorists to display special local vehicle licenses.  

The outcome would be that the State of Ohio’s issuance of a license plate under its 

nuanced and balance statewide statutory scheme respecting the taxation of motor 

vehicles can be nullified or regulated by additional municipal requirements.  This would 

set negative precedent for motorists and greenlight municipalities to target motorists for 

revenue. Rather than sending this outdated message, this court should adopt appellants’ 

first proposition of law, reverse the appeals court, and dismiss this prosecution. And as 

explained below, this court should also reverse under Ohio Const. Art. XII, Sec. 5a.  

II. Under Ohio Constitution Art. XII, Section 5a, any moneys collected from 

taxes levied on motor vehicles must be expended solely for a statutory 

purpose, therefore, a statute—not an ordinance—must enable the 

expenditure, and hence the exaction, of a vehicle tax.  

 

The text of §5a mandates that “no moneys” derived from the taxation of vehicles 

shall be expended for any purpose except for a statutory purpose enumerated in §5a. The 

idea is to prevent wasteful governmental expenditure of moneys derived from taxes on 

motor vehicles by ensuring that the resultant funds are spent on purposes benefiting 

motorists. Nothing in the text or structure of §5a makes this goal inapplicable to moneys 

derived from municipal ordinances. So, if municipalities are said to be unbound to §5a’s 
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limitation that vehicle-tax moneys be expended solely for an enumerated statutory 

purpose, then this would thwart the policy objective of §5a and the syllabus of Firestone.  

As explained throughout this brief, because the state licenses vehicles through a 

statewide taxation regime, no municipality may levy taxes on motor vehicles for similar 

purposes without statutory pre-enablement; therefore, the unilateral exaction of a vehicle 

tax by ordinance is void ab initio as the first “step in an unauthorized plan.” Beaver 

Excavating, ¶13. The expenditure of funds gained from taxes levied by an ordinance 

necessarily springs from the ordinance itself and thus inherently involves a non-statutory 

expenditure except, for example, in the case of the statutory piggyback tax allowance.  

Thus, the initial exaction by the ordinance is itself invalid as stated above. Otherwise, if 

moneys derived from the levy of municipal license tax on vehicles may be expended for 

non-statutory purposes, then §5a could be defeated easily. It it is no answer for PIB to say 

here that its ordinance, §858.01, requires the licensing-tax funds to be used to repair streets 

within the village because the holding below is that ordinances are untethered from the 

restrictions of §5a. If so, then nothing caps the local taxation of motor vehicles nor limits 

the concomitant expenditures. Under the rationale below, PIB could amend its ordinance 

to redirect funds to be expanded for any purpose. This cannot be.    

 Next, the decision below relied upon the conclusory, per curiam opinion of Garrett 

v. City of Cincinnati, 166 Ohio St. 68 (1956), for the proposition that §5a is inapplicable to 

taxes on vehicles imposed by municipalities. But, upon scrutiny, Garrett is dicta. It 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=1957110878&pubNum=0000578&originatingDoc=I24482fb01bb211e98f4d8d23fc0d7c2b&refType=RP&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Keycite)
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involved moneys derived from municipal parking-meter fees. Thus, Garrett should have 

been resolved on the narrow grounds that parking-meter fees do not implicate §5a 

because such fees are not “related to” the registration, operation, or use of motor vehicles. 

The taxes that trigger §5 are those that must be paid as a prerequisite to using, operating, 

or registering vehicles.8 Because the motoring public is not required to pay parking fees to 

register, operate, or use their vehicles, §5a isn’t implicated. Rather, parking fees are 

imposed in exchange for the service of a parking spot, which differs from requiring, 

subject to stiff criminal penalties, a tax to be paid as a precondition of travel on city streets.  

But even if the rationale in Garrett is not dicta, that case was still wrongly decided 

because, as stated above, nothing in the text of §5a renders its limitations inapplicable to 

moneys derived from local taxes levied upon vehicles owners. Section 5a is unqualified 

in scope. It means what it says.  

That is, no moneys derived from taxes relating to the registration, operation, or 

use of motor vehicles shall be expended except for statutory highway purposes. By logical 

implication, any tax on vehicles must be exacted by statute; not by ordinance. Thus, this 

court should overrule the statements in Garrett. To be sure, “Stare decisis…is not 

controlling in cases presenting a constitutional question.” State v. Bodyke, 126 Ohio St.3d 

                                                 
8 Cf., Ohio Trucking Assn v. Charles, 134 Ohio St.3d 502, 2012-Ohio-5679, ¶16 (fee for 

obtaining certified driver’s abstract did not trigger §5a because the process of certification 

was not necessary for the “general motoring public”). 
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266, 2010-Ohio-2424, ¶37. Thus, contrary to PIB’s jurisdictional memorandum, the Galatis 

test for overruling precedent is inapplicable here. Id.  

CONCLUSION 

This court should hold that Ohio municipalities may not levy all manner of 

individualized local taxes relating to the use, operation, or registration of motor vehicles 

in addition to vehicle taxes already levied by the state for similar purposes. Plus, 

municipalities are subject to the limitations of Art. XII, §5a.  

If this court reaches a contrary opinion, then driving vehicles across Ohio could 

become impractical because each municipality could now be free to effectively trump 

statewide licensing by codifying their own unique regulatory schemes for using local 

roads. Local politicians could then target motorists to raise revenue to balance budgets, 

pay for pet projects, and any other imaginable expenditure—the very result that Firestone 

and Art. XII, §5a aim to prevent. This court should reverse.  

Respectfully submitted,  

/s/ Andrew R. Mayle 
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